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Are you graduating with more than one academic program (major)?

What degree did you earn?

In what college/school is your academic program (major)?
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Please select your program from the College of Arts & Sciences
programs listed below.

Please select your program from the College of Business programs
below.
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Please select your program from the College of Education & Human
Development programs listed below.

Please select your program from the J.B. Speed School of Engineering
programs listed below.
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Please select your program from the School of Dentistry programs
listed below.

Please select your program from the School of Music programs listed
below.

Please select your program from the School of Medicine programs
listed below.
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Please select your program from the School of Public Health &
Information Sciences programs listed below.

Please select your program from the School of Interdisciplinary &
Graduate Studies programs listed below.

Please indicate the number of hours in an average 7-day week that you
spend on the following activities.
1. Preparing for class (studying, reading, writing, doing homework or lab work, analyzing data, rehearsing,
attending tutoring or supplemental instruction, working in laboratory, and/or other academic activities)
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2. Participating in co-curricular activities (organizations, campus publications, student government,
intercollegiate or intramural sports, etc.)

3. Relaxing and socializing (time with friends, videogames, TV, online)

4. Doing community service or volunteer work

5. Commuting to campus
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6. Providing care for dependents (children, parents, etc.)

Indicate your level of paid employment overall while attending UofL.

Indicate the level of difficulty with financing your education at UofL.

Indicate the main resource used to finance your educational expenses.
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If it is taking you longer to graduate than you anticipated, please check
all of the reasons that apply.

Which of the following best describes your sexual orientation?
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How much does UofL emphasize the following?
1. Spending significant amounts of time studying and on academic work

2. Providing support to help students succeed academically

3. Using learning support services (tutoring services, Writing Center, etc.)

4. Encouraging contact among students from different backgrounds (social, racial/ethnic, religious, etc.)

5. Providing opportunities to be involved socially
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How much does UofL emphasize the following? (continued)
6. Providing support for your overall well-being (recreation, health care, counseling, etc.)

7. Helping you manage your non-academic responsibilities (work, family, etc.)

8. Attending campus activities and events (performing arts, athletic events, etc.)

9. Attending events that address important social, economic, or political issues

Please rate the quality of the following activities.
1. Practicum, internship, field experience, or clinical assignment

2. Hold a formal leadership role in a student organization or group
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3. Community-based or service learning

4. Work on a research project with a faculty member outside of courses or program requirements

5. Study Abroad

6. (Capstone course, senior project or thesis, comprehensive exam, etc.)

Compared to your first year at UofL, how much progress have you
made towards the following skills, knowledge, and personal
development?
1. Writing clearly and effectively
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2. Speaking clearly and effectively

3. Thinking critically and analytically

4. Analyzing numerical and statistical information

5. Acquiring job- or work-related knowledge and skills

6. Working effectively with others

7. Learning effectively on your own

8. Developing or clarifying a personal code of values and ethics
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Compared to your first year at UofL, how much progress have you made towards the
following skills, knowledge, and personal development? (continued)
9. Understanding people of other backgrounds (economic, racial/ethnic, political, religious, nationality,
etc.)

10. Solving complex real-world problems

11. Being an informed and active citizen

12. Improving computer information technology skills

Indicate the rank of UofL when you were initially choosing a college to
attend.
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To what extent has UofL met your college education expectations?

If you could start college again, how likely would you be to enroll at
UofL?
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Over the past twelve months, about how many papers, reports or other
writing tasks of the following lengths have you been assigned (include
those not yet completed).
1. Up to 5 pages

2. Between 6 and 10 pages

3. 11 pages or more
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Over the past twelve months, about how often have you done the
following?
1. Asked questions or contributed to course discussion in other ways

2. Come to class WITHOUT completing readings or assignments

3. Given a course presentation

4. Connected your learning to societal problems or issues

5. Examined the strengths and weaknesses of your own views on a topic or issue

6. Observed student dishonesty when completing assignments or exams
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Over the past twelve months, how much has your coursework
emphasized the following?
1. Memorizing course material

2. Applying facts, theories, or methods to practical problems or new situations

3. Analyzing an idea, experience, or line of reasoning in-depth by examining its parts

4. Evaluating a point of view, decision, or information source

5. Forming a new idea or understanding from various pieces of information

Over the past twelve months, to what extent have your courses
challenged you to do your best work?
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Overall impression of academic standards at UofL.

During the past twelve months, about how often have you done the
following?
1. Talked about career plans with a faculty member

2. Worked with a faculty member on activities other than coursework (committees, student groups, etc.)

3. Discussed course topics, ideas, or concepts with a faculty member outside of class

4. Discussed your academic performance with a faculty member
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During the past twelve months, about how often have your professors
done the following?
1. Provided syllabi that clearly explained course goals and requirements

2. Taught course sessions in an organized way

3. Used examples or illustrations to explain difficult points

4. Provided feedback on a draft or work in progress

5. Provided prompt and detailed feedback on tests or completed assignments
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During the past twelve months, about how often have your professors done the
following? (continued)
6. Provided opporunities to ask questions in class

7. Displayed knowledge and skills regarding the subject matter

8. Communicated course material effectively

9. Demonstrated excellence in teaching

10. Demonstrated commitment to diversity
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Please indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements
with respect to your professors over the past twelve months.
1. Developed opportunities for you to learn cooperatively with fellow students

2. Encouraged you to be an actively involved learner

3. Prepared carefully to teach their classes

4. Treated students with respect

5. Graded appropriately/fairly
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6. Available to help outside of class

7. Provided feedback on your academic work outside of class time

8. Showed interest in your academic progress
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Please indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements with respect to
your professors over the past twelve months. (continued)
9. Provided emotional support and encouragement

10. Provided intellectual challenge and stimulation

11. Helped you achieve your professional goals

12. Encouraged your ability to learn on your own

13. Used innovative technology to facilitate learning
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Overall impression of the faculty.

Please rate the quality of your experience with your faculty advisor or
faculty mentor in your program.
1. Overall impression of advising services

2. Helpfulness of advisor

3. Approachability of advisor

4. Sufficient time with advisor
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5. Advisor provided information about degree requirements and course sequencing

6. Knowledge of academic policies and procedures

7. Ability to schedule appointment within two weeks

8. Guidance about profession/career
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To what extent do you agree with the following statements about your
faculty advisor or mentor?
1. Reviewed your academic record prior to giving advice

2. Provided appropriate research project(s)

3. Provided adequate laboratory resources

4. Encouraged you to publish/present your work in appropriate public forums

5. Is someone you would recommend to other students
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To what extent do you agree with the following in reference to your
academic program?
1. Offers courses with adequate frequency/time to complete your program as planned

2. Provides adequate career preparation and guidance

3. Actively helps you find appropriate employment or pursue further study

4. Maintains strong academic standards

5. Characterized by mutual respect between students and professors
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6. Teaches and affirms diversity, equity and social justice

7. Provides adequate opportunities for program-related fieldwork/internship/practicum experiences

8. Provides opportunities to learn about and apply technologies that you are likely to encounter as a
professional
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To what extent do you agree with the following in reference to your academic program?
(continued)
9. Provides exposure to current issues and topics in the field

10. Would recommend my academic program to other students

To what extent do you agree with the following in reference to the
learning outcomes for your academic program:
1. Provides adequate opportunities for professional practice & training experiences

2. Gained foundational knowledge and developed skills to support independent research

3. Provides adequate instruction that addresses the distinct body of knowledge for program of study
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To what extent do you agree that your academic program helps in your
development of the following?
1. Critical thinking and problem-solving skills

2. Oral and written communication skills

3. Interpersonal skills necessary to serve as an effective professional

4. A strong sense of social, moral, and ethical responsibilities as they relate to your field of study

5. Use appropriate methods of inquiry in your field to analyze, understand, and develop effective
solutions to problems
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6. Leadership and/or management skills needed in your field of study

7. Understanding of the role and impact of the field in a broader societal and global context

Please rate your level of satisfaction specific to your academic program
with each of the following.
1. Quality of courses

2. Usefulness of texts and course materials

3. Relevance of coursework to expected career
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How would you describe your academic program?

Overall experience with your academic program.

For each of the following SIGS PLAN events, please rate how effective
you believe each event was in preparing you to be a successful
professional or pursue additional education in your field.
1. Graduate Teaching Assistant (GTA) Academy

2. Other Teaching Skills Workshops sponsored by SIGS

3. Grant Writing Academy
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4. Dissertation Writing Retreat

5. Other Writing Workshops sponsored by SIGS

6. Entrepreneurship Academy

7. Job Search and Career Workshops

8. Other Professional Development Workshops sponsored by SIGS
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For each of the following SIGS PLAN events, please rate how effective you believe each
event was in preparing you to be a successful professional or pursue additional
education in your field. (continued)
9. Other Professional Development Opportunities such as one-on-one consultations, customized
workshops, social events, or brown bag/breakfast series sponsored by SIGS

What other professional development programs sponsored by the
School of Interdisciplinary & Graduate Studies (SIGS) did you
participate in?
Comments
None
none
None
Time Management
Online presence/resume
Diversity series
NONE
none
None, I don't reside in Louisville.
N˺
N˺
PLAN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS WERE VERY EFFECTIVE. I participated starting my first year up
until my dissertation and gained a lot of experience and acquired knowledge from these sessions. I will recommend
that attending a number of PLAN professional development workshops be made a requirement for graduate students
especially in the life sciences. Collaborations to provide specific workshops tailored for the science departments can
also be considered. Thanks to PLAN workshops and academies, I am better prepared for my next career.
none
I participated in a semester of the Community Engagement Workshop. I also attened a session on the difference
between a resume and a CV.
This survey is way too long
NA
n/a
I attend online and did not attend events due to this
None
NA
None – online student not living locally.
N/A
none
none
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Comments
none
I didn't participate in any of the SIGS PLAN programs because I ALWAYS had scheduling conflicts with classes. I kept up
with the newsletters and there was literally not a single event that I could attend because my course load and teaching
assistantship responsibilities filled my schedule from 10–4 most days.
None.
None
n/a
None.
I learned a great deal of useful information from all of the over 10 SIGS events I attended during my time as a graduate
student which also included the STEM mini–GTA Academy, which I marked here as the GTA Academy and am just now
noticing it wasn't that one but the STEM one. I also was able to socialize with other graduate students from a range of
disciplines and connect with them through these events. Thank you for offering all of these. This was one of the best
parts of my graduate program here at UofL!
None
None.
I only participated in PLAN workshop as I work and go to school on HSC campus so there was no other opportunity to
participate.
None
N/A
i have just heard sigs! what is that as a master student, i did not show or heard anything from them, what a shame!
I am an online student, so no programs or opportunities exist for us.
None
I did not hear of any of these workshops from SIGS.
none
None.
Several
None
None....I work full time and and took Grad classes in the evenings, most of which were not held on UofL's campus, in
addition to also having a family.
none
Teaching philosophy
none
Community Engagement Academy
none
None, MSSW online student.
None
N/A
None. Did not know about them.
I don't think the law school had these.
Publication workshop
N/A– I am an online student.
None
STEM GTA Teaching Mini–Academy
Special guest lectures, conferences
none – online student from out of town
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Comments
none. live too far away
n/a
none.
none
As an online student, living out of town, I was unable to participate. I would like to have seen mobile options available.
N/A
EndNote Training
None
None
None
Flipped Classroom, Writing for Publication
none
N/A
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Please rate the quality of the following areas:
1. Student Records Office

2. Professional Development/Public Services Offices

3. Law Resource Center Staff

4. Information Technology Offices

5. Academic Success Office

6. Law Library
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Please rate your agreement with the following about the J.D. Program:
1. Helps you develop a strong understanding of legal doctrine, theories and processes

2. Teaches you to analyze, understand, and develop logical solutions to legal problems

3. Provides you with opportunities for exposure to management skills relevant to the legal profession

4. Exposes you to meaningful public service opportunities

5. Exposes you to international legal systems and issues

6. Provides you with sufficient opportunities for interdisciplinary study
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7. Provides you with opportunities to develop practical lawyering skills

8. Effective in helping you prepare for the bar examination
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Please rate your agreement with the following about the J.D. Program: (continued)
9. Effective in helping you to become a successful member of the legal profession

Please rate your agreement with the following:
1. The Louisville area provides a good environment for the study of law

2. The hardware and computing resources in the law school computing labs are well maintained and
updated to meet my needs to complete assignments

3. There are enough computers available in the law school computing labs to meet my needs to complete
assignments

Please rate your agreement with the following regarding the J.D.
Program:
1. Effective in helping you become competent in the knowledge and understanding of the law
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2. Effective in helping you become competent in legal analysis and reasoning

3. Effective in helping you become competent in legal research

4. Effective in helping you become competent in problem-solving

5. Effective in helping you become competent in written and oral communication in the legal context

6. Effective in helping you become competent in the exercise of proper professional and ethical
responsibilities to clients and the legal system

7. Effective in helping you become competent in other professional skills needed for ethical participation
as a member of the legal profession
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Please rate your agreement with the following statements regarding
technology:
1. I consider myself a skilled technology user

2. Classroom technology provided has been useful

3. Student-use technology provided has been useful

4. Support for students using technology has been adequate

5. Technology is important to my learning as a student
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6. The hardware and computing resources are well maintained and updated to meet my needs to
complete assignments

7. There are enough computers available to meet my needs to complete assignments

Based upon your experience in the M.D. program, please indicate your
agreement or disagreement with the statements below:
1. The clinical application of basic science material is emphasized in the first two years of medical school

2. I have enjoyed medicine as a field of study

3. The first two years of the program provided me with opportunities to work as a team with my classmates
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4. The first two years of the program helped me develop a strong sense of social, moral, and ethical
responsibility as it relates to the practice of medicine

5. The first two years of the program provided me with opportunities to understand many of the
technologies that I will apply in the last two years

6. The first two years of the program exposed me to current issues in the medical field

7. The first two years of the program provided me with adequate opportunities for patient interaction in
preparation for the last two years

8. The last two years of medical school adequately reinforced the principles of basic science
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Based upon your experience in the M.D. program, please indicate your agreement or
disagreement with the statements below: (continued)
9. During the fourth year, enough different courses/clerkships were offered to meet my needs

10. As a medical student, I developed a good understanding of the fundamentals of medicine and patient
care

11. The M.D. program helped me develop a strong sense of social, moral and ethical responsibility as it
relates to the practice of medicine

12. The M.D. program educated me about issues of resource allocation for effective use

13. The M.D. program clearly articulated the need for life-long learning in order for me to pursue a
successful career
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14. The M.D. program provided me with an understanding of the need to apply medical solutions to
improve the quality of life in my community

15. The M.D. program prepared me with skills to pursue the medical discipline of my choice

16. The M.D. program prepared me for residency
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Based upon your experience in the M.D. program, please indicate your agreement or
disagreement with the statements below: (continued)
17. The M.D. program exposed me to a wide variety of patients and pathologies

18. THe M.D. program provided me with adequate opportunities for hands-on learning experiences in a
variety of settings

19. The M.D. program provided me with opportunities to participate in research projects with faculty
members

20. As a medical student, I was adequately exposed to primary care medicine
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Please indicate the importance of the following courses in preparing
you for the third and fourth years of medical school:
1. Gross Anatomy

2. Microscopic Anatomy

3. Embryology

4. Genetics & Molecular Medicine

5. Neuroscience
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6. Physiology

7. Microbiology & Immunology

8. Pharmacology
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Please indicate the importance of the following courses in preparing you for the third
and fourth years of medical school: (continued)
9. Clinical Neuroscience

10. ICM I

11. ICM II

12. Electives
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Please rate your overall impression of the M.D. Program:
1. Overall effectiveness of the courses in the first two years to prepare you for the last two years of the
M.D. program

2. Overall impression of the first two years of the program

3. Likelihood that you would recommend the M.D. program to a friend or family member
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Please rate your agreement with the following:
1. Understand the objectives of the program

2. Have a good understanding of what was expected of you

3. Have developed problem-solving skills related to dental care and patient care issues

Please rate your agreement with the following as they relate to your
program in the School of Dentistry:
1. Offers enough resources and equipment in the dental labs to meet students’ needs to complete
assignments

2. Offers adequate communication/information flow within the School
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3. Provides enough faculty members to adequately support the program

4. Clearly articulates the need for life-long learning

5. Provides you with opportunities to function effectively as a team member on diversified teams

6. Provides you with adequate opportunities for clinical learning experiences in a variety of settings

7. Helps you develop a strong sense of social, moral and ethical responsibilities as they relate to dentistry
and patient care

8. Provides you with opportunities to understand and use clinical techniques that you are likely to
encounter as a dental professional
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Please rate your agreement with the following as they relate to your program in the
School of Dentistry: (continued)
9. Helps you develop the professional skills necessary to serve as an effective dental professional

10. Improves your awareness of evidence-based practice

11. Exposes you to current issues and topics in dental treatment

12. Adequately prepares you to manage or participate in a successful dental practice

13. Provides you with opportunities to apply dental solutions to improve the quality of life in the community

14. Prepares you for the clinical licensing board examination
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15. Designed to prepare you to function as a successful dental professional

What is most likely to be your principal activity upon graduation?

Do you have a job after graduation?

Is this job related to your academic program?

You indicated that this job is not related to your academic program,
please indicate why.
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Where is your employer located?

Please provide an estimate of the annual pre-tax salary you will earn.

What is the name of the organization where you will be working?
Comments
University of Louisville
LG&E
None of your business. Thanks for the "help".
Gilda's Club
Campus Housing at UofL
Norton
Commonwealth Bank
UofL
C&I Engineering
Veteran's Affairs Hospital
Jcps
Mercy Health St. Vincent's
City of Biloxi Police Department
Green Cove Springs Police Dept
University of Mount Olive
Brown-Forman
Vectren
Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
University
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Comments
JCPS
Northern Kentucky University
Arcadis
Kentucky Army National Guard
nGimat
University of Kentucky
Harding Shymanski & Co.
KPMG
United States War College
University of Michigan
Fort Worth Police Department
Disability Determination Services
Northwestern University
Crowne Plaza - Louisville Airport
University of Louisville
Fabricated Metals, LLC
UK Police
U.S. Air Force
Fulton County Public Schools
University of Louisville
Kohl's
Blanchester Local School District
US Army
University of Louisville
University of Missouri, Columbia Department of Surgery
University of Louisville – Psychiatry
JCPS
Johnson Controls International plc
Frost Brown Todd LLC
Chattanooga State Community College
Cabinet for Health and Family Services
Kerr–Greulich Engineers
Lantech
Natural History Museum of Los Angeles
University of Louisville
Capture Higher Education
Children's Hospital of Wisconsin
University of Wisconsin–Madison
University of Louisville
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
Booz Allen Hamilton Inc
University of Louisville
Northwest Georgia Family Crisis Center
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Comments
Family Nurturing Center
Centerstone
Bohannan Huston
Childplace
NATIONAL POLITECHNIC UNIVERSITY
Schneider Electric
Penn State Hershey Medical Center
US Army
Arthex
Indiana University School of Medicine
HPBASS Produções Musicais
U of L
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Kentuckiana
Friend for Life
Vanderbilt University
University of Louisville
UCB of WKY
Navy
Carl R Darnall Army Medical Center
UPS
UT Memphis College of Medicine
Sazerac
Had Prior to Kent School
Prefer not to say
United States Air Force
UPS
Strong Memorial Hospital Psychiatry Residency Program
United States Military Academy
Jcps
The Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice
Center for Women and Families
Brown–Forman Corporation
Morehead State University
U.S. Navy
Cabela’s
Kentuckyone Health
LIfeSkills
Scott County School District I
University of Louisville pediatrics
Centerstone
Center for Women and Families
YRC Freight
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Comments
Jefferson County Public Schools
United States Army
SpearTip Solutions, LLC
Norton Healthcare
University of Kentucky Healthcare
MedPace Medical Device
Daimler Research and Development
US ARMY
Commonwealth of KY
ARMY
US Army
United States Army
Archdiocese of Louisville
Bingham Greenebaum Doll
Parsons Infrastructure Group
The Road Home
Frontier Nursing University
Society of St Vincent de Paul
UKY
Youth Villages
Sandalwood
Diageo North America
ULH
Marmon–Herrington
University of Louisville Family Medicine Residency Program
Payment Alliance International, Inc.
King Saud University
University of California Los Angeles (UCLA)
US Army
Plant Partners Inc
Kentucky One
Ummmmmm no.....wouldnt that defeat the purpose of this "anonymous" survey??
Harrison County Sheriff's Department
University of Louisville
University of Louisville Hospital; Norton Hospital; Baptist Health Floyd
University of Louisville
Northwestern University
Jewish family and children’s services
University of Louisville
Jefferson County Public Schools
USGS
Kolb & Kolb and Associates
Jacksonville Nursing and Rehabilitation
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Comments
Center for Women and Families
University of Louisville Hospital
Jefferson County Public Schools
Hopebridge
Cabinet for health and family services
Jefferson County Public Schools
Accenture
Jefferson County Public Schools
Chemours
GraduateTeaching Assistantship related to other major
Monsanto Company
Coastal Horizons
NSWC Crane Division
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Bemis
UofL Hospital
Univrsity of Louisville
UofL SOM, Infectious Diseases
Equian
Mount St. Joseph University
Frazier Rehab Institute
VA Hospital
Michigan State University
Family and children’s Place
Purdue University
GE Appliances
Jordan University of Science and Technology/ Jordan
University of Louisville
Army
GE Appliances, A Haier Company
United States Army
Texas A&M University–Kingsville
university of ottawa
University of Louisville
Purdue University
Parsons
University of Louisville
U.S. Army
US Army Cadet Command
JCPS
U.S. Army
US Air Force
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Comments
US Army
Jefferson County Public Schools
Archdiocese of Louisville
University of Louisville
US Army
U.S. Census Bureau
The Cecilian Bank
USAF
US Army
Training Resource Center at EKU
United States Army
PGXL Laboratory
Temple University
Our Lady of Peace
U.S. Army
Fives Intealogistics
U.S. Army
Jefferson Community and Technical College
University of Louisville
United States Army
University
US Army ROTC
University of Louisville School of Medicine
U.S. Army

What will your job title be?
Comments
Database Analyst
Sourcing Leader
Not what I wanted. Thanks for the "help".
Tax analyst
Program Coordinator
Coordinator - Technology Administration
Sr. Accountant˺nalyst
Warehouse Lending
GRA
Mechanical Engineer
Postdoctoral Fellow
School counselor
Emergency Room Social Worker
Lieutenant in Investigations
Chief of Police
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Comments
Academic Advisor
Quality Control Specialist
Data Scientist
Assistant Language Teacher
Assistant Professor
teacher
Academic Coordinator
Environmental Engineer
Surface Maintenance Supervisor / Warrant Officer
Principle Investigator
Senior Director of Finance & Administration
Staff Accountant
Audit
Resident Student
Post doctoral researcher
Police Lieutenant
Disability Adjudicator
PhD student
HR Representative
Biostatistician
Not sure yet
Officer
Captain
Teacher
Part Time Lecturer/Spanish Adjunct
Sales floor associate
Computer Science Teacher
Civil Engineer Officer
Resident physician
General Surgery Resident
PGY–1
Teacher
Program Assistant, Sr.
Account Executive
Attorney
Assistant Professor
Social Service Worker 1
Mechanical Engineer
R&D Test Engineer
Postdoctoral Fellow
Assistant Professor
Programmer/Business Analyst/Datbase Administrator
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Comments
Outreach Coordinator
Research Fellow
Development Associate
Child Neurology Resident Physician
Senior Consultant/Software Engineer
Academic Counselor
Housing Advocate
Therapist
Social Worker
Project Manager
Therapist
PROFESSOR
Regulated Markets Manager
Integrated Plastic Surgery Resident
Captain
Medical Device Technology Consultant
Resident Physician
CEO
Academic Counselor, Sr.
Audiologist
Enrollment and Match Support Specialist
Intake Specialist
Project manager
Business Development, SVP
Dentist
Emergency Medicine Resident Physician
International Air Freight Admin
Resident
Operations Cost Analyst
Dentist
Civil Engineer
International Director Industrial Engineering
Psychiatry Resident
Assistant Professor
Goal Clarity Coach
Research Coordinator
Domestic Violence Advocate
Senior Digital Compliance Specialist
Research Assistant
JAG Officer
Pricing Specialist
ER Tech
Therapist/Supervisor
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Comments
School Social Worker
University of Louisville Pediatric resident
Behavior Analyst
Crisis Intervention Advocate
Account Executive
Teacher
Major
CEO
Registered Nurse
PCA
CRA
CTO
Senior Military Instructor Furman University
Social Service Clinician
ARMY DENTIST
Master Sergeant
Senior Military Instructor
Teacher
Assiocate
Senior Road & Highway Engineer
Women's Intake and Bed Management
Director of Clinical Outreach and Placement
Case Manager
Program Manager
Family Intervention Specialist
Ergonomic Engineer
RN
Procurement SPM
Medical resident
AWD Marketing & Accounts Manager
Resident Physician
Tax and Treasury Accountant
Domenstrator
Intern
JAG Officer
HR Manager
Multi–Modality Technologist and Clinical Instructor
nope
Chief Deputy
Resident Physician
Speech Language Pathologist
Research Technician
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Comments
Postdoc
Social worker
Postdoctoral associate
Teacher
Physical Science Technician
Dental Associate
M.S. SLP–CF
Domestic violence advocate
RN
Teacher or assistant principal
Associate Consultant then BCBA
Family Services Office Supervisor
Assistant Principal
It architect/manager
Speech Language Pathologist
Assistant Principal
Field Engineer
Computer Vision Scientist
Intensive In Home Qualified Professional
Entry Level Civil Engineer
Scientist
Engineer In Training 1
Process Engineer
Assistant Professor
Manager, Inpatient Pharmacy Services
Assist to Vice Provost
Data Analyst, Sr.
Senior Data Analyst
Graduate Admission Counselor
Research
Dentist
Post–doctoral researcher
Family Support Worker
Student Activities Specialist
Factory Information Systems Analyst
Owner
Assistant Professor
Assistant Director for Technology
Patriot Maintainer
Software Engineer
Assistant Professor of Military Science
Transfer Counselor
post–doctoral fellow
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Comments
Academic Counselor
Clinical Professor
Civil Engineer
Instructor
Professor of Military Science
Professor of Military Science
Teacher
Professor of Military Science
Civil Engineering Officer
SMI
College Access Resource Teacher
Teacher
Systems Analyst
Survey Statistician
HR/Benefits
Cyber Officer
Captain
Online Learning Specialist
Assistant Professor of Military Science
Postdoctoral Scientist
Postdoctoral Fellow
Inpatient Therapist
APMS
Engineer
Soldier
Institutional Effectiveness Coordinator
Program Director
Strategic Planner, U.S. Training and Doctrine Command
Assistant Professor
Professor of Military Science
Postdoctoral associate
Officer

How did you learn about your position?
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From which of the following UofL resources did you learn of your
position?

From which of the following resources did you learn of your position?

Are you planning to attend graduate school?
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What will be your field of study?

Is this field related to your academic program?

What degree will you be seeking?
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Where will you be attending school?

Indicate your overall level of satisfaction with your experiences at UofL.
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